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From oracles of the
ancient world to writers of
science fiction to consultancies on Wall
Street, predicting the future has been
a thriving business. Too often, these
predictions have just been straight-line
extrapolations from the past to the
present, providing more entertainment
than true value. In the world of venture
capital, having a realistic view of what
the world will look like tomorrow is
essential, and the most successful people
in our business have a knack for auguring
the future.
To disrupt an industry, entrepreneurs
must be clear on how that industry
operates as well as how it could operate.
They must see how their technology
applies in ways everyone understands,
but also in ways no one understands. Yet.
Venture capitalists must have a
picture of what the world could look like
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if the entrepreneur’s vision is properly
fostered. They need to know what the
new marketplace will be so they can help
conquer it.
Investors need to see past the noise
and distractions of the present, focusing
on an outline of the future that allows
them to put their capital to work where
it will do the most good.
For all these reasons, we’ve dedicated
this issue of OurCrowd Innovation Insider
to a realistic view: “10 Years From Now.”
In the key sectors of healthcare, mobility,
and retail, as well as general tech trends,
our team presents a pragmatic, not
hardheaded view of where we’ll be in a
decade — a new world we have worked
together to create.

Dan Fishel
VP Business Development
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Burgers on Fire

While it’s only halfway through the year, we may have already seen the best
performing IPO of 2019. On May 2nd, Beyond Meat (NYSE: BYND) had the best
first day of trading of any U.S. listing since 2008, raising more than $200 million and ending the day up 163%.
The plant-based meat provider has seen its stock continue to rise after a positive Q1 earnings call where the
company beat analysts’ sales forecasts. OurCrowd investors were able to participate in the company’s last
financing round before Beyond Meat went public. Josh Liggett

OurCrowd Portfolio News
→Sight Diagnostics
has successfully
completed a clinical trial
for Clal Biotechnology.
Sight Diagnostics has
developed a real-time
blood test requiring only
a few drops of blood
that can be collected by
pricking a finger. The
company believes that
the trial results will
enable it to submit its
product to the FDA for
marketing approval.
↑RealView Imaging
technology used in first
live medical procedure.
With the HOLOSCOPE-i,
the world’s first medical
holographic system
that provides realistic,
spatially accurate 3D inair holograms, surgeons
from Toronto General
Hospital performed a
valve-in-valve mitral
valve procedure.
→Cognigo was acquired
by NetApp Inc., a
Nasdaq-listed cloud
data services company.
Founded in 2016,
Cognigo uses machine
learning technologies
to help organizations
manage and protect
critical data records and
achieve compliance with
privacy regulations such
as GDPR.
→Video creation
platform Magisto
has been acquired by
Vimeo for approximately
$200M. The companies
will work together “to
develop entirely new
short-form video creation

capabilities for the Vimeo
platform, with the goal of
helping any individual or
business tell their stories
with professionalism and
ease.”
→Edgybees announced
the launch of Argus, its
API-based developer
platform that makes it
easy to add augmented
reality features to live
video feeds. The new
feature brings situational
awareness to the videos,
which allows its users
to tag and track objects
and people in emergency
situations.
→Zebra Medical Vision
adds a third patent
to its growing bone
health portfolio. ZebraMed’s patents address
statistical and machine
learning methods to
assess the risk, as well
as the existence of
osteoporotic fractures.
The latest patent focuses
on the volumetric
analysis of bone mineral
density values extracted
from CT studies.

→Alpha radiation cancer
treatment startup
Alpha Tau awarded ISO
13485 certificate for
quality management of
medical devices. This
important milestone
enables the company
to continue to develop
the Alpha DaRT therapy
in compliance with the
highest standards for
safety, efficacy and
product performance,
and bring it one step
closer to treatment
commercialization in
Europe.
→Freightos' WebCargo
acquires India-based
Air Freight Bazaar, a
regional air cargo rates
and sales platform
based in Chennai, India.
The acquisition of Air
Freight Bazaar is part of
Freightos’ global trade
digitalization strategy,
and their vision to drive
frictionless global trade.
→Zebra gained FDA
approval for AI chest
X-ray diagnosis technology.

Its HealthPNX, an artificial
intelligence-powered
alert for pneumothorax
detected in chest X-rays,
demonstrates potential
to significantly reduce
turnaround time and
increase radiologist
confidence in making the
diagnosis.

→CyberX was selected
as “10 Hot IoT Security
Startups to Watch” by
Network World and
StartUp50 and insurance
startup. Lemonade
was named to CNBC’s
Disruptor 50 List.

↑Juganu introduces
the Digital World
platform, an end-to-end
solution that utilizes
chipsets from Qualcomm
Technologies, Inc. to
combine smart lighting,
advanced connectivity,
and edge processing to
solve the technology
challenges facing
municipalities in the 21st
century.

→ReWalk Robotics
Ltd received European
regulatory approval for
its new exosuit for stroke
rehabilitation.

↘Hailo is now sampling
its Hailo-8 chips,
the first of its
deep learning
processors,
mostly in the
automotive
industry and
won the Red
Herring’s Top 100
North America
Award.
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Summit Highlights

Startup World Gathers for OurCrowd Summit
From heavy hitters across tech, business and government
to immersive experiences, the Summit has become one of
the largest tech events in the world

T

he startup world
gathered in
Jerusalem the first
week of March for
the 2019 OurCrowd
Global Investor Summit.
Over 18,000 people
registered to attend
from 189 countries.
Entrepreneurs, venture
capitalists, corporate
representatives, investors,
government officials,
and press engaged in a
packed week of activities,
including tech and press
tours, corporate meetups,
VC forums, insider access
to accelerators, labs, and
startups — and, of course,
some epic parties.
The Summit has become
one of the largest tech
events in the world and the
biggest business event in
Israel’s history, taking over
the iconic International
Convention Center in
Jerusalem, as well as other
venues in both Jerusalem
and Tel Aviv.
The programming
included 80 different
sessions and over 200
speakers, providing a
front-row seat to the
formerly closed world of
startup venture capital.
Attendees were plunged
into a sensory experience
of hands-on interaction
with breakthrough
technologies, insights
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from industry leaders,
doers, and thinkers, and
the shoulder-to-shoulder
all-day networking that is
unique to the Summit.
Summit Week, with a
record 24 events, has now
become an institution in
Israel. Highlights included
the new OurCrowd
Advisory Forums, which
harness the extensive
knowledge and experience
held by OurCrowd’s
top-tier investors and
corporate partners, as well
as the OurCrowd PreSummit Leaders Forum,
an all-business event for
the elite of the ecosystem,
oversubscribed with 800
attendees.
Thousands of overseas
visitors to Israel enjoyed
their entrée to 3,000 years
of history, as well as the
Mediterranean’s finest
cuisine and Tel Aviv’s
celebrated nightlife,
culminating in the all-night
ShukTech party that took
over Jerusalem’s Mahane
Yehuda public market.
Deborah Blank
The 2020 Summit will
be expanded to three days.
Invite-only events will take
place February 11-12, with
Summit Day on February
13. Attendees can apply to
get their tickets on summit.
ourcrowd.com.

What to Watch
in Tech

OurCrowd Global
News Desk

Stav Erez, Partner and EVP
Business Development,
Labs/02, and Eli Nir, Senior
Investment Partner,
OurCrowd, revealed what
would be impactful, disruptive
and actionable in 2019.

A brand new segment brought
breaking news and features
from around the globe.

→ Education Gets Smarter:
Connected devices and
technologies such as
computer vision and AI are
driving EdTech, with a market
estimated to reach $250
billion by 2020. One example
is Sense Education, a startup
that empowers educators to
provide personalized feedback
on many types of free-answer
questions at large scale.
→ Cracking Down on Our
Sugar Problem: With 1.9 billion
adults worldwide overweight,
and 1 in 10 adults at risk of
developing diabetes, reducing
sugar intake is crucial. Startup
DouxMatok can reduce
added sugars by up to 50%
while preserving the same
sweetness and taste. Sweetch
and DreaMed are fighting
diabetes by changing habits
and providing better analytics
and faster insights.

→ Dor Skuler, CEO of Intuition
Robotics, and robot Elli-Q
announced an agreement with
Toyota to use the company’s
cognitive AI inside Toyota cars.
→ Richard Norman, Managing
Director of OurCrowd
Funds, announced an impact
investment fund, which
comprises promising startups
that pass a rigorously curated
impact filter.
→ Ram Jambunathan, SVP and
Managing Director of SAP.iO
announced a new incubator
offering unique curated
mentorship and SAP platform
technology.
→ Steve Lerner, VP Sales and
Marketing for Animal Nutrition
at Chr. Hansen, announced a
partnership with Consumer
Physics to use its spectrometer
for real-time feed analysis.
→ Visa completed a trial for
startup IXDen to develop
solutions aimed at
preventing fraud over IoT
networks.
→ PETstock, an operator of pet
retail stores and veterinary
hospitals in Australia,
announced a partnership with
Qure Ventures, Israel’s first
digital health fund, to form an
Israeli hub for innovative pet
health technology. Naurto the
dog charmed the audience with
his smart collar that transmits
vital statistics to a mobile app.
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OurCrowd Wins FoodTech
Incubator Tender

→ OurCrowd won Israel Innovation Authority’s
tender to establish a FoodTech Incubator.
OurCrowd has partnered with Finistere, world’s
largest AgriTech fund, as well as Tnuva and Tempo,
Israel’s largest food and beverage companies
respectively.
The tender grants OurCrowd and its partners
an eight-year license to operate the incubator
and provides its portfolio companies with tens of
millions of dollars of government funding without
taking any equity.
The incubator will invest in startups that develop
alternative proteins and other novel ingredients,
improve food nutritional value, and advance
production process and packaging.
Adi Lavi and Ori Sobovitz

The Sneaky Air
Pollutant

We live 90% of our lives
indoors. Harvard professor
suggests that we may
be overlooking a key
factor: The air we
breathe at work
and home

T

he majority of
our exposure
to outdoor air
pollution can actually
occur when we are
indoors, said Harvard
Professor Joseph Allen, at
the 2019 OurCrowd Global
Investor Summit. While the globe
works toward a greener planet, Allen
suggests that we may be overlooking a key factor. We spend
90% of our time indoors which means if we live until we are
80, we’ll have spent 72 years living indoors.
“We have all sorts of protections for outdoor air quality,
but we don’t have similar protection for indoor air quality,”
said Allen. “The person who manages your building has a
greater impact on your health than your doctor.”
Allen indicated that his research found that when people
spend time in an optimized indoor environment they see
significant increase in their cognitive and decision-making
performance. “These are striking results because all we did
was increase the amount of fresh outdoor air, and lower the
concentration of carbon dioxide and other typical chemicals,”
said Allen.
His research also revealed that the cost to obtain an
optimized indoor air environment is about $40 per person
per year, while the benefits amount to $6,000-$7,000 per
person per year.
Udi Meirav, the CEO of enVerid, said that eliminating
the need for outdoor air is a way to maintain indoor air
quality. enVerid’s molecular air cleaning system is the
only technology that can effectively remove all known
contaminants from indoor air while decreasing the required
volume of outside air ventilation. As a result, enVerid cuts
20-40% of traditional HVAC energy consumption.
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Mobility Talks

Can Humans Keep Up With Tech?

Prof. Daniel
Kahneman,
the Summit’s
guest of honor
and Nobel
Prize winner,
concluded the
2019 Summit
with a thoughtprovoking talk
on behavioral
economics

P

rof. Daniel Kahneman, the 2002
Nobel Prize laureate of Economic
Sciences, closed the 2019 summit
as OurCrowd’s guest of honor. He spoke
on decision making, how to best use
human intuition, technology adoption
and impact, and his own legacy. An
Israeli-American psychologist and
economist, Prof. Kahneman is known for
his work on psychology of judgement,
decision-making under uncertainty and
behavioral economics. His prize-winning
research and empirical findings challenge
the assumptions of human rationality
prevailing in modern economic theory.
Here are a few highlights from his speech.
The role of intuition in decision-making
“It is absolutely clear that intuition can
be marvelous and it is also absolutely

clear that intuition is often wrong… But
where intuition is worth having, and it’s
worth having in many situations, what
you really want to do is to delay it… If you
delay forming a global impression until
you collect all information systematically
on specific topics, you end up with an
intuition which is far more accurate…
Being independent is a very important
part of good decision making, and
this means keeping your source of
information as independent as
possible.”
Technology as it
relates to human
growth
“The fact is that
technology seems
to be developing

exponentially, now people are really not
exponential, we are linear and we are
not suited to exponential developing…
The problems are likely to be social, not
technological. It’s how society is going
to adjust to that level of technological
speed.”
Agreeing to disagree
“The one thing I would actually like to
leave as my legacy is a way to change the
way that controversies are conducted
in my field. I invented the
term adversarial
collaboration, which
is the collaboration
between people
who disagree on
a way of doing
things.”

→ In June OurCrowd hosted a mobility networking
breakfast for investors, portfolio companies,
corporate partners and key ecosystem players.
The event, which boasted over 100 curated B2B
meetings, included a fireside chat between Mark
Fields, former CEO of Ford Motors and Neil
Schloss, former CFO of Ford Motors. They shared
their vision of what mobility will be like in 50
years, and how mobility as a service (MaaS) and
multimodal transportation will evolve.
Schloss noted what he believes separates the
Israeli startup ecosystem from the rest of the
world: Purpose. “Israeli startups are of course
driven by the potential of making money, but in
Israel there are two other factors that drive the
motivation and success — solving real customer
problems and making Israel stronger. This to me
separates Israel from other startup hubs.”
Patricia Brand

Alec Ellison Joins as Chairman
of OurCrowd US
→ Alec Ellison has joined OurCrowd’s professional
management team as Chairman of OurCrowd US.
A member of OurCrowd’s Advisory Board since
2016, Alec is former Vice Chairman of Jefferies,
LLC, and former Chairman of Jefferies’ Technology
Investment Banking group. Prior to Jefferies, Alec
served as President of Broadview International,
which was sold to Jefferies. He began his banking
career at Morgan Stanley and holds a B.A. from
Yale and an MBA from Harvard.
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How to Navigate
Israel’s Evolving
Tech World

A new report
draws from
dozens of
interviews
to provide
a tool for
multinational
corporations
looking to tap
into Israel’s
fertile tech
ecosystem

I

srael is home to more than 6,500 innovative
tech companies and startups, dozens of
public and private innovation players,
and over 530 multinational corporations
(MNCs) from 35 countries. The institutional
know-how is there, as is the entrepreneurial
and innovative spirit. The question is, how can
MNCs tap into the tech network?
The State of Innovation report is a new
tool for MNC innovation executives from all
sectors, across the globe, who are looking
to engage with Israel’s thriving innovation
ecosystem. The fruit of a collaboration
between Start-Up Nation Central and PwC,
the report draws from more than 70 in-depth
interviews with leading innovation executives
and provides key insights, rich case studies,
and practical tools to help MNCs overcome
common barriers to success, and to maximize
the potential of their engagement with Israel’s
tech scene.

The Israeli Innovation Ecosystem Matures

Gabriel Levy
Start-Up Nation Central
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Israel has become a global powerhouse for
technological innovation for many reasons;
world-class R&D capabilities, effective
government programs, military support for
company building, and an audacious approach
to risk-taking have created a unique and
fertile ecosystem.
The numbers speak for themselves. Israel
has the highest concentration of startups
(one company for every 1,400 people), the
highest percentage of R&D spending per
GDP at 4.5%, and the highest level of VC
investments per capita at $674. However,
breaking down the numbers even further
shows just how much the Israeli innovation
ecosystem has matured over the past few
years. In 2018, there were actually fewer
exits in the Startup Nation, and more B and
C financing rounds. The number of Israeli
companies raising between $10M and $20M

has more than doubled since 2015, which is a
testament to the country’s buzzing venture
capital activity.

Multinationals Should Pay Attention

This maturation process has not gone
unnoticed by MNCs looking to engage with
the Israeli innovation ecosystem. Drawing
from over 70 interviews and hundreds of data
points and examples, The State of Innovation
report lays out three possible innovation
“identities” that capture the essentials of
MNCs’ innovation profiles in Israel: R&D,
investments, and partnerships. The report
also provides nuances that make any MNC’s
innovation profile unique, and classifies the
specific activities initiated by MNCs to achieve
their objectives.
Are MNCs looking to solve problems or
identify solutions? How open is the MNC
to working with third parties as innovation
partners? Which stage of maturity is preferable
when investing in a startup? What is the
preferred commercial model in MNC-startup
collaborations? These are but a few critical
questions MNC innovation executives need to
consider as they engage with Israel’s various
innovation stakeholders - companies, VCs,
academic and research institutions, local hubs,
and government agencies.
Large corporations from “traditional”
sectors could tap into the Israeli ecosystem
more effectively through open innovation
models, rather than establishing R&D centers
that put them in a losing battle for local

Open innovation models are
growing fastest

536

MNCs with
innovation
activities
in Israel

Partnershipsled

25%

Innovation
operating
models

Investmentsled

16%

R&D-led

59%

Starting points in Israel’s
ecosystem are variable, and
journeys tend to evolve
60% Hired local team
40% Acquihire
22% Relocate

4.5 years
Average age of
MNCs’ open
innovation
programs in
Israel

Q: How did your company take its first steps in Israel’s innovation ecosystem?
Source: PwC & Start-Up Nation Central survey, 2019

engineering talent with the likes of Amazon or
Google. MNCs may start finding more success
by engaging leading startups as customers
instead of as investors, according to the report.

Global Innovators Arrive in Israel for a
Journey, not a Destination

By their very nature, innovation models
fluctuate due to changes in internal
capabilities and external competitive
pressures. This is particularly true for MNCs
operating in Israel. There are dozens of
examples of MNCs that added an investment
arm to their localized scouting activities,
or R&D-led MNCs that have developed
accelerators to engage with a broader set of
local innovation stakeholders.
The automotive industry is one example
of this trend towards diversification, where
dozens of global giants, including Ford, GM,
and Daimler, have been locally deploying
various combinations of R&D centers,
corporate venture capital entities, innovation
centers, and partnerships with local
facilitators (VCs, hubs, and tech scouters).
As a result, despite having a virtually nonexistent local car industry, Israel has become
an innovation powerhouse as car makers
shift their focus from hardware to software.

Surprise Benefits of Innovating in Israel

Source: PwC & Start-Up Nation Central
MNC ecosystem mapping, 2019

According to an Israeli MNC executive,
“In the US or UK, when facing a certain
problem, we tend to break down the problem
and go into detail for a holistic solution. The

approach in Israel is very different — iterate,
test things, evolve, move on, and remove
innovation overheads.” Technological knowhow and the talent of Israeli engineers are
commonly expressed benefits of Israel’s
innovation ecosystem. But there are, at least,
two other frequently expressed “surprise”
benefits of innovating in Israel. First, the
openness and accessibility of local ecosystem
stakeholders, and the highly-valued
“challenge mindset” corporates discover
upon engaging with Israeli entrepreneurs.
Second, the Israeli “chutzpah,” which is
roughly translated as audacity, is an extremely
valuable asset for corporations that often
come to Israel carrying decades of risk-averse,
highly hierarchical working cultures.

Making Innovation Work

The State of Innovation report offers
battle-tested tools for MNCs that have yet
to establish significant innovation activities
in Israel. These tools are designed to help
corporate decision-makers successfully
move from taking their first steps in
Israel to actually defining the right local
operating model that will address their most
pressing challenges. These tools include:
various governance models MNCs use to
execute their local innovation strategies; an
innovation capability assessment tool for
characterizing “starter” and “advanced”
innovation models; a decision tree roadmap
for MNCs with key milestones en route to
successful local innovation outcomes; and
an innovation profiler to help define MNCs’
core innovation “identity” within the Israeli
ecosystem and build their local innovation
portfolio (R&D, incubator, accelerator,
innovation lab, strategic partnerships,
investments, etc.). 

Israel is a global
innovation
powerhouse

$674

#1

#2

6,600+

VC investment
dollars per
capita
– #1 globally

Globally for #
cybersecurity
companies

% of GDP
spent
on R&D
globally
– 4.5%

Start ups in
Israel

14x

Start-up
concentration
compared to
Europe
Sources: 2018 World Economic Forum
Global Competitiveness Report, PwC &
Start-Up Nation Central analysis

Download the PwC and StartUp Nation Central Report,
The State of Innovation:
https://bit.ly/2MfmVsy
Gabriel.levy@sncentral.org

Vast global footprint realizing value
Overall, MNCs innovating in Israel are generating enormous value through creative
portfolios of innovation activities

35
countries

Represented by MNCs
innovating in Israel

Countries of MNCs with
Israeli innovation activities
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10 Years From Now

10
Years
From
Now

Will the way we are
diagnosed and treated change
completely? Will we even need
to own cars? What will retail
look like? How will we keep
the very tech that improves our
world from being manipulated?
When it comes to the future,
dreaming big is invigorating
and essential — it’s also easy
to fall prey to unrealistic
expectations. That said, ten
years ago, we couldn’t imagine
how much tech would have
changed our daily lives, so
what’s to say that we will
barely recognize our world ten
years from now?
We invite you to envision a
beautiful — and pragmatic —
new future with us.
10
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The Future of Tech

Quantum
Leap

Quantum Computing
Based of the theory
of atomic and subatomic particles,
quantum computers
can solve complex
problems that far
exceed the processing
power of regular
computers

As we barrel towards a
smarter existence, we require
faster, more advanced
technology to deliver — and
protect us from — our
new world

Stav Erez
Partner, Labs/02

Techelet Hazony
Associate, Labs/02

Yishai Binnes
Analyst, Labs/02
Labs/02 is OurCrowd’s seed-stage
incubator, aiming to advance cutting- edge
tech in AI, deep learning, autonomous
transportation and smart cities.
Illustration Leo Atelman

Brain-Machine
Interface People
can mentally
communicate their
motor commands,
thoughts, and feelings
directly to advanced
AI-powered machines

Network Sampling
As data networks
of smart cities
and beyond grow
exponentially, new
technologies take
tiny network samples
to infer the entire
network’s state

B

lockchain, 3D printing, big
data, internet of things,
artificial intelligence. A
decade ago these were
nascent technologies
known only to hardcore geeks.
Fast forward 10 years and they
affect the everyday lives of
billions. The question now is,
what’s next?

Quantum computers are one
of the hottest buzzwords today.
Developed by governments
including the United States,
Russia, and China and companies
like IBM, Google, Microsoft, and
Alibaba, quantum computers
may offer computing power that
far exceeds anything we have
seen to date.

Most recently, Google
announced its new 72-qubit
quantum computer in March
2018. What does this mean?
50 qubits is considered the
approximate number at which
quantum computing becomes
capable of calculations that
conventional computers cannot
handle in a timely manner.

Scientists believe that we
can use quantum computers to
tackle and explore problems that
cannot be solved otherwise. This
innovative approach will enable
us to understand many of nature’s
mysteries, create new medicines
and materials, and come up with
better ways to safeguard our
data or explore space.
011

10 Years From Now
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Quantum computers pose a threat to security systems by
breaking the strongest forms of encryption

Conventional computers use
bits, a basic unit of information,
each of which can have a value
of either 0 or 1. For example, in
two bits we can represent four
different states “00”,”01”,”10,”
and “11.” Quantum computers
use qubits. Qubits can hold a
zero, a one, or any proportion of
both zero and one at the same
time.
An array of qubits can use
superposition to represent all 264
possible values at once, allowing
a quantum computer to solve
problems that are practically
impossible for standard
computers. That said, quantum
computers also pose a serious
threat to the world’s digital
security systems by breaking the
strongest forms of encryption
used to protect sensitive data.
In order to ensure our data's
safety and privacy we use
foundation technologies called
Encryption and Secure Key
Exchange. First we exchange keys,
then we encrypt data. For the
average user, the only evidence of
this activity is the little lock that
shows up on a browser.
Thus far, Secure Key Exchange
has been based on mathematical
problems that are hard to solve.
In fact, the foundation of all
internet security is based on
certain mathematical equations
that take normal computers a
long time to figure out.
In 1994, a scientist from
IBM, Peter Shor, proved that
quantum computers can break
all Secure Key Exchange based
on complex math. Today we
estimate that they will be able
to hack traditional math-based
security in the next few years.
The fact is we don’t need to
wait for quantum computers
to worry about encryption
being hacked, and it won't be
long before even “regular”
computers impose a threat.

What will happen to the
foundation of internet security?

Quantum Key Distribution
(QKD) is the answer since it does
not rely on math, but on the
principles of quantum physics.
The need for absolute
encryption also impacts the 5G
industry. In the next few years
we will see a large investment
of up to $1 trillion in the
distribution of 5G networks.
These networks are based on
a massive deployment of new
fiber networks that must remain
secure and viable for the next 20
years. Network providers already
know that traditional encryption
and key exchange will be broken
within this time period.
WAs a result, they are seeking
Quantum Key Distribution
solutions, which are currently
the only proven security solution.
These providers have already
invested over $65 million in
Quantum Encryption companies.
QuantLR, a LABS/02 startup
that originated from the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, is
leading the market in producing
low-cost systems for easy
integration with current
communication systems.
QuantLR’s unique approach
and technology is promising
widescale deployment of the best
encryption solution throughout
worldwide 5G networks.

Brain-Machine Interface

The combination of
neuroscience and technology,
otherwise known as brainmachine interface, is a
relatively new trend, enabled
by significant advancements in
both fields. On the highest level,
neurotechnology provides the
ability to connect the human
brain to machines, a form of
“telepathy” where people can
mentally communicate their
motor commands, thoughts, and

feelings directly to advanced AIpowered machines.
These technologies are
expected to surge in the near
future due to vast research that
has been done in recent decades.
Brain to machine interfaces
empower vast advances in areas
such as medical detection,
treatment of illnesses, mental
and motor skill enhancement,
thought-based communication
and control, as well as in the
entertainment and gaming
industries.
Companies like CorrActions are
already developing such solutions.
They are working on a firstgeneration non-invasive "mind
reading" platform (i.e. without
recording the brain signals). It
utilizes micro-changes in the
human motor system to identify
when a person’s brain detects
a mistake before the error ever
occurs — and before that error
becomes accessible to conscious
awareness.
This technology is based on
decades of Dr. Eldad Hochman's
research. Hochman is a
neuropsychologist and brain
scientist, and an expert in the
field of performance monitoring,
action, and error control. The
mechanism is an off-the-shelf
sensor already embedded in a
mouse, joystick, mobile phone,
steering wheel, etc. The solution
enables real-time identification
of brain activity associated with
error detection thus preventing
the mistake from being executed.
The significance of error
prevention during humanmachine interactions is vital in
areas such as robotic surgery and
the automotive industry, where
preventing mistakes in real-time
is a matter of life an death.

Growing Networks

Cities are getting smarter.
Within ten years our garbage
will be automatically sorted and

bins will alert the municipality
when they’re full. Traffic lights
will identify waiting cars and
will alert the municipality when
bulbs need to be replaced. Even
911 call centers will be upgraded
to 5G 911 which will create a
faster, more resilient system that
allows voice, photos, videos, and
text messages to flow seamlessly
from the public to the 911
network. These advancements
will allow cities to provide better
services for a lower price and it
is all dependent on networks.

As the number of networks
grows exponentially, so does the
amount of data and the sensors
that it collects. By bringing
together a breakthrough light
technology, ultra-high sensitive
sensors, and edge-based AI,
Juganu is building adaptive
platforms setting new standards
for next generation’s wireless
networks, enabling smart
technologies and smart cities to
flourish.
As a result, these
advancements create new

An IBM Q cryostat
used to keep IBM’s
50-qubit quantum
computer cold in
the IBM Q lab in
Yorktown Heights,
New York

dangers and opportunities
for hackers. Atlanta, a
leading smart city, suffered
a devastating cyberattack
last year that cost $17M
and brought down many
of their municipal services
for months. Similar attacks
occurred on Baltimore and
Denver. Protecting these new
networks is very difficult as
specialized appliances, which
can only monitor small parts
of the network, become more
ubiquitous. Their monitoring
capabilities are limited and
grow much more slowly than
the network does. In addition,
these solutions are all reactive
rather than proactive, which
means you’re scrambling
to mitigate damage. This
leaves backdoors to critical
infrastructure open and
large parts of the network
unprotected. Companies
like mPrest are tacking this
modern challenge. Leveraging
game-changing technology,
mPrest created a missioncritical monitoring and control
solutions for the defense,
security, utility and Industrial
Internet of Things (IoT)
sectors.
Tweenz is based on a unique
technology which takes small
network samples (1% of the
data) and infers the network’s
state. This provides the city
with full visibility of all its
networks for a fraction of the
cost and effort. In addition,
Tweenz uses its knowledge of
the network state to predict
what the network will look like
in the future. This capability
allows it to predict cyberattacks
before they happen, which
starts to allow for proactive
solutions. This technology
will provide all cities with full
visibility of the network and
provide protection against the
attacks they face.
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Always connected
Vehicle to Everything
(V2X) communication
warns the driver of
other vehicles

10 Years From Now

The Future of Mobility

Knight Riders
Smarter, safer
cars designed to
be proactive lead
the world to an
ultimate future
where personal
ownership may
become obsolete

Yakir Machluf
Mobility Lead
Illustration Leo Atelman
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T

en years ago, cars with
built-in Bluetooth, GPS,
and parking sensors were
the domain of luxury
vehicles. Now, even the
most affordable economy level
car has these features. The next
10 years in auto-tech promise to
make the last few decades look
like a warm-up.

A myriad of sensors
cars can fully
understand their
driving environment,
some going fully
autonomous

AI Companion
A human voice
personalizes the
driving experience
and offers support
services

Alternative mobility
The world moves to
car sharing, electric
scooters and bicycles,
and new modes of
public transport

Going electric
Electric cars
are capable of
longer ranges
and faster
charging at
lower costs

Going Autonomous

Self-driving cars have been
on our minds for a while and the
question of when there will be
a fully autonomous car is still
debatable. Waymo’s CEO, John
Krafcik, said that while selfdriving cars are here, he does
not know if fully automated cars
(what’s usually called a Level 5
autonomous vehicle) that can
drive in any condition will ever
be here. Other manufacturers like
BMW say they could be selling
completely self-driving cars by
as early as 2021.
That said, many cars already
feature some level of autonomous
capabilities like automatic
emergency braking, adaptive
cruise control, and lanekeeping assist systems. Tesla’s
Autopilot, Nissan ProPILOT
Assist, and Audi’s traffic jam
assist are already compliant with
Levels 2 and 3 of autonomous
driving (driver assistance and
partial automation). The race
for autonomous driving tech,
software and hardware alike,
is on.

In 10 years, cars will make
use of a myriad of sensors
in order to understand their
driving environment. Each type
of sensor has its own strengths
and weaknesses in terms of
range, detection capabilities,
and reliability. A fusion of
technologies is required to
provide the redundancy needed
to sense the environment safely.
LIDAR and Radar are two such
sensors that supplement cameras.

LIDAR systems emit rapid laser
signals, sometimes up to 150,000
pulses per second at eye-safe
levels. The beams hit objects in
the environment, bounce back to
a photodetector, and eventually
creates a three-dimensional
image of the environment. The
Radar system works in much the
same way but uses radio waves
instead of laser beams.
Both LIDAR and Radar sensors
are costly and have many

moving parts that require timely
maintenance. But there are
companies working on features
that will allow new cars to “see”
further and better. Innoviz is
developing Solid State LIDAR
sensors which are cheaper,
smaller, and capable of ranges of
up to 250 meters. Arbe is building
real-time 4D imaging Radar on
a chip for all environments and
conditions, minimizing the cost
and eliminating moving parts.

More reliable
Advanced
diagnostics and
maintenance alerts
make breakdowns
exceedingly rare

In the backend, making sense
of all the sensor outputs, the
use of sensor fusion software
is crucial for a car’s decisionmaking process. Vayavision is a
developer of one such technology,
fusing different sensors’ raw
outputs into one accurate 3D
environmental model.
As we move up the
autonomous chain, cars need to
handle substantially more
data. Depending on the
017
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The Electric Effect

Electric cars are already
here, with the majority of OEMs
offering at least one model.
The coming decade will bring
vehicles capable of longer ranges
and faster charging at a lower
costs. Addionics uses proprietary
3D printing of electronics,
allowing a complete redesign of
the architecture of batteries at
the microscopic level.

Cars That Talk

No, this is not about Knight
Rider, but rather about a car
being able to “speak” with its
surroundings. By now it’s pretty
18
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shops. Luckily, the influx of
connected technologies will aid
in maintenance soon enough.
Several startups, like Engie,
offer maintenance alerts and
engine diagnostic information,
including how severe a potential
mechanical problem might be
and mechanic price quotes for
fixing it — all before you or your
vehicle even set foot (or tire) in
a repair shop. If it’s a software
fix, there will be an upgrade.
If the car needs a mechanic, it
will research options, book an
appointment and renew its own
insurance while shopping for a
bargain.

skyTran’s new test
track in Texas.
Passenger pods
are propelled on
mono rails to their
destinations

In 10 years, many people will not own a personal
vehicle and switch to Mobility as a Service solutions

sensor setup, the total amount
of data generated can vary
substantially and processing that
data in a fast and seamless way
is one of the main challenges
for OEMs (Original Equipment
Manufacturer). Hailo and
Brodmann17 are attacking this
challenge from two different
angles. Hailo is developing a
proprietary chip for AI and
machine learning in edge
devices. In other words, data
would no longer be uploaded
to a cloud to be processed, but
would operate in real time,
using a fraction of the power
consumption and at a fraction
of the cost and size of the
current standard. Brodmann17
has developed a software-only
solution that can lower the
required computing power for
various AI/deep learning tasks by
a factor of 20.
Tying it all together is the
training and verification process
which cars need to undergo
before being allowed to drive on
open roads. Alongside the use of
simulators for this task, Foretellix
has developed a scenario
description language that can
provide ultra-fast verification
for hundreds of millions of
critical driving scenarios.

clear that vehicles are becoming
increasingly connected to the
outside world, and in 10 years,
most vehicles will be connected
to other vehicles, surrounding
infrastructure, and even
pedestrians, allowing them to
support driverless cars, trucks,
and SUVs. Vehicle to everything
(V2X) communication warns the
driver about other vehicles, road
hazards, and pedestrians. These
alerts help reduce traffic injuries
and fatalities and optimize traffic
flow, reducing traffic congestion
and lessening the environmental
impact of transportation.
Viziblezone has gone so far as
to transform mobile phones into
accident prevention devices. The
company’s unique protocol and
algorithms allow it to use existing
transceivers and sensors in
mobile phones and cars to provide
alerts to pedestrians and drivers
before an accident occurs through
a simple firmware update.
These and other connected
features like telematics, WiFi
hotspots, and car links are
essentially transforming cars
into computers on wheels that
are open to many possible
vectors of attack. While there
is no silver bullet to protect
against all possible cyberattacks,

companies like C2A offer a full
suite of solutions to detect and
mitigate attacks, preventing
them from taking control of
vehicles cruising down the
highway.

Siri Gets Proactive

While today’s in-car agents
like Google Assistant and Siri are
mostly passive, responding to
your command, next generation
cars will see a shift from AI agents
to AI companions. Intuition
Robotics offers OEMs the ability to
create a customised multimodal
persona-based agent that can
be deployed in both traditional
and autonomous vehicles. This
AI companion will personalize
the driver's experience, increase
productivity, and assist with
car maintenance, and other
support services. The companion
would proactively suggest
music, podcasts, activities, or
even cracking a window — all
customized according to user
preferences after a quick learning
phase.
Just imagine driving alone in
your car, when all of a sudden
you hear, “Hey, it seems like
you’ve been driving for an hour,
would you like to stop for coffee
or a restroom? There’s a gas

station one minute off your
route.”

The Mechanic Gets A Second
Opinion

According to the National
Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA),
consumers lose tens of billions
of dollars each year due to
faulty or unnecessary car
repairs. According to a survey
conducted by AAA, 66 percent
of drivers do not trust car repair

People Ditch Their Cars

In 10 years, many people
may not own a personal
vehicle. Different platforms
offering shared mobility and
the proliferation of Mobility
as a Service (MaaS) is on the
rise, so people may use electric
bikes or scooters for city trips
from companies like Jump
and Bird, or hail a ride from
companies like Lyft and
Uber. For longer trips people
already turn to car sharing

The Volvo 360C
autonomous car
concept. A fusion
of technologies is
required to provide
the redundancy
needed to sense the
environment safely.

services like Car2Go or Zoomcar,
and in the next decade we might
even see the public debut of
new modes of public transport
like skyTran, using maglev
technology to propel pods on
monorails to their destinations.
These technologies have
already made it into daily life
— or are at least making their
way there. While automotive
companies are capable of
innovating from within, a close
connection with active innovation
ecosystems provides them with
an edge. As the war against road
fatalities and congestion rages
on, greater implementation of
MaaS, reducing the number of
human drivers, and ultimately
reducing vehicles on the road will
become possible with the next
generation of vehicles; those
that are connected, autonomous,
shared, and electric.
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The Future of Healthcare

Your Body,
Disrupted
Precision,
personalization,
automation,
and big data are
revolutionizing
healthcare as we
know it

Remote medical care
wearable and medical
sensors monitor your
health, and connect
you with doctors

Robotic
surgeries fully
automatic
surgeries
allow for safer,
more precise
procedures

Artificial
Intelligence
will help doctors
reach faster and
more accurate
diagnosis

Neurological
interventions
become noninvasive and
effective

3D printed
organs and
advanced
biomaterials

I

n April, scientists at Tel Aviv
University “printed” the
world’s first 3D vascularized
heart using a patient’s own
cells and biological material.
This is just the tip of the medical
iceberg. We expect healthcare
to change in the next decade
as disruptive technologies
promise to improve patient
outcomes, making medicine
more personalized, effective, and
interconnected.

The Path to Personal Care:
Genetics

Betina Tabah PhD
Life Sciences Lead
Illustration Leo Atelman
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Zachary Spiera
Analyst, Medical Team

How similar do you think you
are to a banana? You actually
share 60% of your genetic code
with this healthy snack. DNA is
the core building block of every
living thing, and minute changes
in genetic codes are responsible
for unbelievable differences
between us. From 23andMe DNA
tests providing personalized
reports about your ancestry,
to Igentify revolutionizing
genetic testing and counseling,
scientists are harnessing our
understanding of genetics to
provide real value to society.
Medicine still relies heavily on
general population statistics. The
doctor evaluates your symptoms,
considers your age, weight,

Advanced gene
therapies allow
for personalized
therapeutics

family health history, and
ultimately determines treatment.
But far too often we simply do
not respond and return to the
doctor, having wasted money,
effort, and time.
Soon, medicine will cater
therapeutics to the individual.
Take cancer as an example:

today’s treatment plans often
include physically removing a
tumor. It is an invasive process
and falls short of addressing
metastasized cancers and their
underlying causes. Systemic
treatments are limited, and
even when they work it can take
a number of therapy cycles to
find the right drug. In order to
prevent that, Barcode Diagnostics
designed a patented-protected
technology to assist oncologists

in identifying the most effective
chemotherapy cocktail before the
patients’ first treatment.
AlphaTAU is on the cuttingedge of cancer therapy, treating
solid tumors with radioactive
seeds that release short-lived
alpha-emitting atoms. Cancer
care of the future will involve
evaluating your genome,
examining the DNA of your
specific cancer, and tailoring
a gene therapy treatment that

allows your body to fight off the
disease at its core.

Cut The Line! No More Organ
Transplant Waiting-Lists

Twenty people die every day
waiting for an organ transplant
in the United States, and a new
patient is added to that waitinglist every 10 minutes. There simply
are not enough human organs
available. But breakthrough
research like the 3D-printed
021
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Unlocking the Brain

People are living longer than
ever before and although our
bodies are healthier, our brains
cannot keep up. Some estimates
indicate that there is a new
dementia patient somewhere
in the world every 3 seconds.
Yet, our ability to understand,
diagnose, and treat neurological
22
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With their endless access to data, AI, and capital, today’s tech
giants might be the world-leading healthcare providers in 10 years

heart at Tel Aviv University will
hopefully relegate the organ
shortage crisis to history. As
we deepen our understanding
of tissue growth and cell
differentiation, the new approach
is to grow functional organs from
scratch, or potentially engineer
drugs that can genetically
stimulate tissue regeneration and
cure damaged organs. Nexa3D is
already developing fast, accurate
3D printing technology for dental
applications.
Ultimately the hope is that
these synthetic organs will meet
the great demand.
Advanced biomaterials will be
critical in surgery as well. Current
approaches to bone injuries
and aneurysms, for example,
involve implanting artificial
materials such as metal rods,
stents, or coils. But infection is
the most serious complication in
implant surgery, with up to 40%
of cases resulting in infection.
The future of this field lies in
advanced biodegradable and biointegrative material. Ossio is on
the cutting-edge of this frontier,
recently having received FDA
approval for Ossiofiber, a strong
implant material that completely
integrates into bone leaving
nothing permanent behind. In
a similar vein, Nanomedic has
developed nanospun electrofiber
technology to produce a
transient skin layer that mimics
the structure of the human
extracellular matrix, providing
dramatic benefits for wound and
burn patients.

dysfunction is lagging. This
knowledge gap has made
neuroscience one of the hottest
topics in scientific research.
Companies like INSIGHTEC
explore paradigm-shifting
approaches to neurological
therapeutics. Its MR-guided
focused ultrasound technology
precisely heats specific areas
in the brain to treat essential
tremors, tremor-dominant
Parkinson’s disease, and
neuropathic pain. In 2018, the
company completed its first
human trial in Alzheimer’s,
giving new hope to those affected
by the disease and their families.
Our understanding of the
incredibly complex brain
is rapidly improving with
innovations like elminda’s
BNA technology. It leverages
advanced machine-learning
algorithms to provide more
comprehensive knowledge of
neural networks.

Surgical Interventions:
R2-D2 Takes the Wheel

Even our best surgeons are
subject to human error and
physical limitations. Fortunately,
as surgeries become more
technology-dependent, we are
moving towards more precise,
less invasive procedures. Memic
has developed robotic arms
controlled by surgeons with
360-degree articulation, allowing
for safer, less invasive procedures
in previously inaccessible areas.
Currently, INSIGHTEC’s solution
requires doctors to select a
point on a brain scan before
letting the machine do the rest.
We are already seeing robotassisted surgery where advanced
technologies are extending upon
human capabilities.

The Digital Health Revolution

Big data is now being used
to compare millions of imaging
scans to improve our diagnostics.

Soon, we will ask Alexa to turn
up the lights — and tell us our
lab results. How many times have
you debated between feeling
miserable at work or driving to
the doctor’s office for a short but
expensive consultation? Imagine
if you could quickly get the
diagnosis and prescriptions you
need from your bed. Companies
like TytoCare are moving us
in that direction, providing a
handheld exam kit and mobile
application that enables you
to connect with healthcare
providers from anywhere.
Wearable devices are starting
to provide continuous medical
care, tracking vital signs,
glucose levels, blood count, and
more. Global Kinetics Corporation
has developed a wearable
sensor and advanced analytics

system for tracking symptoms
of movement disorders such as
Parkinson’s Disease. Patients’
data is automatically sent to
their physician, allowing doctors
to monitor symptoms remotely
and optimize treatment plans
based on objective data, as
opposed to subjective patient
self-reporting.
Healthcare of the future
will go a step farther, pairing
wearable monitors with advanced
algorithms capable of treating
patients without the need for a
present physician. The DreaMed
Advisor Pro cloud-based
artificial intelligence algorithm
converts real-time patient
data into actionable insulin
treatment insights for diabetes
management. This technology
could be the final piece of the

puzzle for the long sought-after
“artificial pancreas.”
A digital revolution in medical
record keeping is also on the
horizon. Health records today
are dispersed among our various
providers. The Medical Brain,
by healthPrecision creates a
patient-centered platform by
collecting all of an individual’s
medical information in one
place. Meanwhile, advanced
sensors could eventually track
and diagnose maladies through
images, breath tests, and other
non-invasive techniques.

Dr. Google

Data analytics and machine
learning are being integrated
into medical practice,
providing detailed insights and
observations beyond human

Zebra Medical
Vision’s AI powered
imaging analytics
engine can
instantaneously
compare an image
to millions of other
scans, and alert
providers of high-risk
patients

capabilities. Experienced
radiologists look at scans and
compare them to thousands
of images they have seen
throughout their careers.
Now, Zebra Medical Vision’s
AI-powered imaging analytics
engine can instantaneously
compare an image to millions of
other scans and alert providers
of high risk patients.
This big data model is
being applied well beyond
imaging. Medaware is using
artificial intelligence and big
data analytics to eliminate
prescription errors, preventing
mistakes that are both
dangerous and costly. BrainQ
has made tremendous progress
developing a cure for paralysis
by applying machine learning
to neuropathology. Advanced
algorithms are starting to draw
macroscopic conclusions about
people from extremely subtle
character traits.
Tech giants like Google,
Amazon, and Apple already
have access to our personal
information. These companies
are beginning to apply big data
to healthcare and are quickly
taking over this space in terms
of investments, research
initiatives, launchpads, and M&A
activity.
Smart-watches and other
wearable monitors will connect
to our phone applications
and centralize our healthcare
information. With their endless
access to big data, advanced
AI algorithms, and excessive
capital, today’s high-tech giants
might be the world's leading
healthcare providers within the
next 10 years.
It is clear that healthcare is
becoming more automated and
precise. And through combined
efforts, scientists, medical and
technological experts, business
leaders, and venture capitalists
will tackle unmet clinical needs.
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Retail Apocalypse
Malls and department
stores are struggling to
bring customers through
the doors

10 Years From Now

are buying at a dizzying pace.
E-commerce is booming, with
online shopping accounting
for $517.4B of spending with
US merchants in 2018. Directto-consumer brands are are
skipping store shelves and
heading straight to the doors
of customers. Amazon, which
accounted for 40% of last year’s
US online retail, continues to
capture ever more of the market.
With e-commerce
representing nearly 15% of retail
sales and rising, and the nature
of consumers changing, it is
time to ask: what is the future of
retail? There are several trends
emerging that may give some
insights into where the market is
heading.

The Future of Retail

Catching
a Second
Wind

Born Online
The next
generation of
brands begins
exclusively
online, and later
open brick-andmortar stores

“Born Global” to “Born Online”

There has been a lot of
hand-wringing about the
shuttering of brick-andmortar stores, but retail
companies still have
a chance to be on the
cutting edge of the tech
revolution
E-commerce is
Booming many
brands are skipping
the physical shelf
altogether

Friederike Kaiser
Associate, Portfolio Management
Illustration Leo Atelman
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E

very year, more brick-andmortar stores close their
doors for the final time.
Malls and department
stores, once a mainstay
of American suburbia, are
struggling in the age of online
shopping. Even well-established
brands like Toys “R” Us and

Frictionless User
Experience online
and physical stores
are being revamped
to reduce checkout
friction

Sears are not immune to
these trends, both declaring
bankruptcy in 2018.
The decline doesn’t seem to be
letting up in 2019, with retailers
shutting down 23% more stores
than they did at the start of last
year (2000+ store closings),
according to Coresight Research.

Even stores that have
weathered the storm thus far
are showing bleak numbers. JC
Penney closed 139 stores in 2017,
despite aggressive efforts to woo
Sephora customers and Sears
refugees. Macy’s, its betterfaring competitor, is moving
away from physical storefronts,

cutting its square footage by 13%
between 2015 and 2018. Grocery
chains like Family Dollar, whose
premise of cheap goods was
considered “Amazon proof,” has
announced the closure of 390
stores in 2019 despite an $8.5B
buyout by Dollar Tree.
And yet, American consumers

A Better World
Companies recognize
that they need to
make sustainability
and transparency
a key part of their
strategy

Several highly successful
companies that were born online
are opening brick-and-mortar
stores. Millennial-leaning
leaders like Rent the Runway,
Glossier, and Casper are opening
storefronts in dense urban areas,
designed to be used as a branding
tool as much as a revenue
generator.
In 1993, McKinsey Quarterly
used the term “born global” to
define a business whose focus is
international from inception and
predicted this model would define
how companies conduct business
in the future. Today’s digital
e-commerce successes aren’t
merely developing strategies
to expand beyond borders as
quickly as possible – they are a
new generation of firms that are
“born online” and later build out
physical spaces as they grow.
Casper, an OurCrowd
portfolio company and new
addition to the class of 2019 $1B
“unicorns,” is a prime example
of this new generation of “born
onlines.” Casper is a directto-consumer sleep brand
that broke onto the scene
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Friction — defined as
excessive clicking and difficulty
at checkout — is a main
contributor to consumer drop-off
and has become a central issue
for retail companies.
“Everything we do needs to be
done for the customer to remove
friction,” said ASOS’s Chief
Information Officer Cliff Cohen in
a 2018 Wired interview. “Whether
that means integrating Google
Pay or working with startups to
develop technologies we don’t
have the capacity to work on
ourselves.”
Friction accounted for a
shocking two-thirds of drop
offs in smartphone purchases,
26
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according to a recent report by
Facebook and KPMG. Retailers
are thus racing to reduce friction
by removing as many barriers as
possible to checkout. According
to bigcommerce.com, companies
will lean more heavily on headless
commerce, which separates
the front and back-ends of
e-commerce platforms, making
changes to the platform smoother
and resulting in a better checkout
experience.
A 2018 PYMNTS.com study
found that $200B in sales
have been lost annually due to
checkout friction. Reducing time
to checkout, which sits at around
2.65 minutes according to the
same study, could contribute to a
major uptick in sales.
Physical stores are also being
re-vamped to reduce friction.
Once more, Amazon is one of
the leaders. It opened its first
instant-checkout Amazon Go
brick-and-mortar store in
Seattle in 2018. Amazon Go
allows customers to scan their

photo: Jonathan Weiss

A Frictionless User Experience (UX)

By applying machine learning to purchasing patterns, CB4 enables
retailers to capture sales that would otherwise be lost

in 2014 with a re-designed,
high quality mattress that
shipped directly to consumers’
doors. After their initial online
success, the company set
out to strengthen its brand
by re-defining the in-store
mattress shopping experience,
cutting out aggressive sales
tactics and instead creating a
branded wellness experience.
While incumbent competitor
Mattress Firm began a process of
consolidation and subsequently
filed for bankruptcy in 2018,
Casper announced it would be
opening 200 retail locations
across the US. Customers can
even spend $25 to visit Casper’s
nap destination, The Dreamery,
to enjoy a 45-minute branded
snooze.
Other born-online companies
include Warby Parker, Bonobos,
Everlane and Allbirds. Buyers
now expect stores to offer an
opportunity to connect with a
brand in a way that is relational
rather than purely transactional.
“A big part of this is building a
community of people that value
sleep and want to share that
with us,” says Casper SVP of
Experience Eleanor Morgan.

Closing sign at a
Sears’ Kmart store.
Physical stores are
being revamped to
reduce friction

smartphones at entry and simply
leave with their items, thanks
to the store’s “Just Walkout
Technology.”
Several of OurCrowd’s
portfolio companies are also
deeply involved in reducing
friction and optimizing the
in-store experience. CB4,
for example, has developed
machine learning software
that enables retail chains to
solve operational issues that
hamper sales. Portfolio company
Ubimo uses location data to
extract insights to capitalize
on critical purchasing decision
points– by providing consumers
with the right offer at exactly
the right time. On the mobile
front, OurCrowd’s Neura is also
working hard to improve inapp shopping experiences by
better segmenting and targeting
customers. The company’s
AI platform integrates realworld behavior such as time
spent traveling and working,
physical activity level, and even

commuting schedule, allowing
brands to deliver relevant,
customized interactions to
drive customer engagement and
retention.

Sustainability and
Transparency

In addition to aggressively
studying consumer behavior,
retailers are looking to attract
customers through meaningful
company interactions. The
conscious consumer, armed
with seemingly unlimited
information, is taking a serious
interest in the sourcing and
ethics of products. Sustainability
is no longer a fringe endeavor for
those wanting to save the planet
— it is a growing part of retail
strategy.
Technology is the key to the
transition to sustainability.
In balancing price with
environmentalism, companies
need to find technology that will
tip the scales in their favor, be it
with insight into which designs

are most likely to sell, thereby
keeping waste down and profit
high, or with new forms of 3D
technology reducing lead times to
prototypes.
Acting more and more as
individuals, companies are being
asked to take a stand on social
issues, including environmental
ones, which have proven to
be particularly important to
millennials. Many successful
“born online” companies have
created sustainable and conscious
brands with an emphasis on
transparency, making them
memorable to an increasingly
aware market.
OurCrowd portfolio company
The Bouqs knows this to be
true and has disrupted the
$100B global floral industry by
emphasizing sustainability and
transparency. Traditionally,
flowers are shipped from
South American farms to US
importers, then wholesalers, then
florists, and finally consumers
in a labyrinthine supply chain.

Customers can
spend $25 to
visit Casper’s nap
destination, The
Dreamery, to enjoy a
45-minute branded
snooze

The Bouqs has
disrupted the $100B
global floral industry
by emphasizing
sustainability and
transparency

Between 30% and 50% of stems
are wasted before the product
reaches the end customer.
Recognizing this, The Bouqs CEO
John Tabis cut out the middlemen
and deployed technology directly
at farms to shorten the supply
chain and ensure that fair labor
practices are followed, rainwater
is recycled, and red label
chemicals are not used.
This focus on sustainability
and transparency has paid off;
since its inception, The Bouqs
has grown at a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR)
of 130%, with 50-60% of its
business coming from repeat
buyers. These conscious retail
companies give customers a
reason to come back beyond
the economic transaction.
Customers and investors
are increasingly supporting
businesses with this kind of
mission, committing their
dollars to companies working
toward making the world a better
place. 
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Download
the new
OurCrowd
Mobile App

